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It is pointed out that he method of functional integration provides avery convenient s arting 
point for the renormalization group approach to the interacting Bose gas. Using such methods we 
show in a general and non-perturbative way that the critical exponents of the Bose gas are 
identical to those of a classical system of spins with two real components. 
1. Introduction 
It has been conjectured by several authors that the critical exponents of a 
quantum system should be identical to those of an appropriately chosen 
classical system. This conjecture was inspired by the observation that the 
critical behavior of a system is dominated by the cooperative action of very 
large numbers of particles. On this macroscopic level quantization supposedly 
plays no role. 
This heuristic argument should be considered as unsatisfactory. The phase 
transition in the interacting Bose gas, for example, is of an entirely quantum- 
mechanical nature because the transition is caused by constructive inter- 
ference of the de Broglie waves of the particles. When the thermal 
wavelength of the particles becomes comparable to the interparticle distance 
the A-transition sets in. As the A-line consists of critical points there is, 
therefore, no reason to expect the critical exponents to be independent of 
Planck's constant. Clearly this conjecture is in need of a proof rather than a 
heuristic argument. 
The first such proof is due to Singh~-4). This author applied the renor- 
malization group approach to the standard perturbation series for the Bose 
fluid and calculated the critical exponents to first order in ~ = 4 -  d, where d is 
the dimension of space. To this order the exponents are identical to those of a 
d-dimensional two-component Ising model. 
In this paper we want to provide a general, non-perturbative proof of the 
classical nature of the critical exponents. It will be shown that this fact is due 
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to a peculiar type of interference of complex contributions to the partition 
function, which is such that all the non-classical contributions cancel each 
other by destructive interference upon repeated application of the renor- 
malization group transformation. Our method generalizes Singh's work to all 
orders in • and, hopefully, leads to a somewhat simpler proof of the 
conjecture. The reader might also want to compare recent lectures by the 
author, which contain an alternative proof based on an explicit calculation of 
the infinitesimal generator of the renormalization groupS). 
2. Renormalization group theory 
As the method of functional integration forms the subject of a recent 
review paper 6) there is no need to discuss this formalism here. We only quote 
one of the rigorous results of that approach: 
Z(z, fl, f~) = C(exp{-F[~b ]})w. (I) 
Here Z denotes the grand canonical partition function of spinless bosons in a 
volume f~, /3 = (kBT) ~ and C is a constant he value of which is not needed 
here. The average is taken over complex valued (c-number) fields ~b(r, 0) 
which are functions of the position in space (r) and an additional dimension- 
less variable 0 ~ [0, 1]. The complex valued weight of a function & is given 
by: 
I 
W[~]= N '  exp{- f  ddr f d0 [½[Vtbl2+ b6*~0l} ,  (2, 
where the normalization constant N must be chosen in such a way that the 
weight of the whole function space equals unity. Finally, one has 
b = relish 2 (31 
and 
F [ tb ]=-  ha j ]&(r ,  0)[ 2ddrd0 
m 2 
f ddr dO f d dr' d0']&(r, O)12V(r - r')]&(r', 0')12, (4) 
where m equals the mass of the particles, ~ the chemical potential and V the 
pair interaction. The various derivations of (1)-(4) have been reviewed in refs. 
5 and 6 to which papers we also refer for some minor notational details. The 
effect of the Bose statistics is represented by the term bch*acb/OO on the 
right-hand side of (2); this term is purely imaginary and causes interference of 
the various complex contributions to the average (1). 
The essential step of the renormalization group approach to the evaluation 
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of the average (1) is to write 
¢(r ,  0) = ¢,(r, 0) + Cs(r, 0), (5) 
where ~b~ contains the plane wave components of & with a long wavelength 
and ~bs those with a short wavelength. The next four steps are as follows. 
(a) Perform the average over 4~s for fixed ~bl. 
(b) Introduce new wave vectors /~ which are related to the old wave 
vectors k by: 
= ak ,  (6) 
where a > 1 is chosen in such a way that the cut-off in /~ space equals the 
original cut-off in k space. 
(c) Introduce new position vectors by 
= ot- lr .  (7) 
This implies that k • r =/~- f is invariant. 
(d) Introduce the new complex field & by: 
= ~dl2-,>~,. (8) 
As a result of these transformations the partition function reads 
g(z , /3 ,  1"1) = (~{exp{- P[3]}}~I,, (9) 
where the renormalized weight function is given by 
. . . .  a~ wt ,= l -'exp{-f f (10) 
0 
with 
/~ = a2b. (11) 
Note that a :> 1, so that b increases under the action of the renormalization 
group transformation. 
In spectral form one writes: 
+~ 
&(r, 0) = 11-1/2 ~ ~ C,., exp{i(k • r - 2~rl0)}, (12) 
k I=-~ 
+~ 
w[¢]  = 1-I I-I ~(-~lkl =- 2¢rlbi) exp{-(-~lkl 2-  2zrlbi)lC,.,{ 2} 
k I =--ao "~l 
+oo 
=- I-I I I  w(C,,,). (13) 
k I=-oo  
Indefinite repetition of the renormalization procedure will let b tend to 
infinity. But, as 
~(½1t¢l ~) exp{-½1kl21C,.0i~}, if 1 = 0, (14) lim w ( CLI ) 
b--~+~ 7T 
= 8(Re C,j)8(Im C,.I), if l# 0, (15) 
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the only random fields which contribute in this limit to the renormalized 
partition function are those fields 4~(r) which do not depend on 0. The weight 
of such fields is proportional to 
exp{-f ddr½lV b(r)12}, (16) 
i.e. the same as the weight functional of a classical system of spins with two 
real components. As the critical exponents are determined by the way in 
which the partition function transforms under further application of the 
operations (a)-(d) the critical exponents will have the same values as those of 
a system of classical spins with two components. 
3. Conclusions 
It should of course be kept in mind that eq. (1) holds in the grand-canonical 
ensemble whereas the classical spin model is usually discussed in the canoni- 
cal ensemble. Hence, a further elimination of the chemical potential is 
necessary to obtain the critical exponents of the Bose fluid in the canonical 
ensemble. 
A trivial illustration of the different roles of the ensemble in both systems is 
the following. A glance at (4) shows that a critical value of the temperature 
can be determined for every choice of ~. Hence, the A-line is a line of critical 
points, in contrast with the classical spin system which has an isolated critical 
point only. 
Finally, it should be kept in mind that our proof holds for bosons only, 
because the representation defined by (I)-(4) holds for bosons only. The 
critical exponents of systems of interacting fermions have not yet been 
determined with the renormatization group. 
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